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Eleni Nakou (1931-1986)

Eleni Nakou was born in Athens in
1931, she received her education at the
Hill High School in Plaka, Athens, at
St.Georges, Switzerland and later at
Queen Mary College, University of
London.

Her life-work was in quality tourism and
her enthusiastic spirit left a lasting
imprint in Crete, where she was the co-
founder and partner first of Minos
Beach Hotel in Agios Nicolaos in 1961,
then of Elounda Beach Hotel in 1970
and Elounda Bay Hotel in 1972.

In 1974-76 she restored the traditional
cottages at Koutsounari, a depopulated
village near Ierapetra.

Her plans for further innovative
developments were disrupted when she
suddenly died in London in 1986.





Eleni Nakou receiving the Grand prix "Triomphe" 1978 de l'excellence
Europeene for Elounda beach hotel





Eleni's Nakou new
project :

The Revival of a
depopulated village,

koutsounari, overlooking
the sea, at the south-east

coast of Crete. (1974)
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the birth of Koutsounari traditional Cottages

One powerful woman, Athenian by birth, Cretan by adoption and
a pioneer by nature, is determined to do all she can to change
the tourism scene.
Eleni Nakou, founder of two of the finest bungalow hotels in
the Mediterranean (Minos Beach and Elounda Beach) decided
that the time had come to stop creating the kind of tourist
compounds that involved pouring more concrete on to
untouched land.
Instead, she determined to use tourism to keep the threatened
landscape alive, at the same enabling the tourists actively to
participate in local life.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





New Life for rural Crete.
The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976

Eleni found a random scattering of some 120 threshers cottages
Minoan in style, clustered into little hamlets on a fine sweep
of land between sea and mountain wall at Koutsounari, east of
Ierapetra.

They were used seasonally (and some still are) by the farmers
from the eagles nest village of Aghios Ioannis, when they were
coming down the mountain to sow, reap and thresh.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





Eleni, bought 20 of these and with the help of two imaginative
architects, Tasos and Voula Zervas, faithfully and
painstakingly restored them.

Cretan interiors are furnished with traditional materials, but
also have all the creature comforts expected by those who
want the simple life but without any loss of luxury.

Each cottage has its own patio with a view of the sea, a charcoal
barbecue and traditional outdoor wood burning oven for bread,
roasts baked meat dishes.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





Since the whole object of the scheme is the revitalization of
rural Crete, the tourist aspect of Koutsounari will never be
allowed to swamp the farming side as long as Eleni has breath.

An important lure to the farmers to come, or stay put, is the
water, electricity and telephone that Eleni has brought from
Ierapetra, 7kms away.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





Another is the Taverna opening this month, serving simple
Cretan food, raki, ouzo and local wine.

Drink and coffee prices will not be beyond the purses of the
locals and it is bound to attract the citizens of Ierapetra.

Also opening shortly a Kafeneion, a cross between village shop
and coffee house. This will serve resident and visitor with
coffee, groceries, milk and vegetables.
It will also have a telephone.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





Eleni will buy and restore more cottages when she can, but
tourists will always be in the minority.
Her ideal ratio of tourists to locals 20/80.
A happy thought but possibly the triumph of idealism (some of
her best friends call it madness) over brutal fact.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





Koutsounari is still a tender plant.
It needs to appeal to the farming inhabitants of Aghios Ioannis
up the mountain, but-equally important-it needs the
understanding and concern of the Minister of Tourism in
Athens.

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976









Who would opt for the
neutrality of a hotel
room when they could
spend their holiday in a
Cretan house on a golden
hillside overlooking the
Libyan sea?

The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





Can eleni's tourist
experiment revitalize
Crete's deserted
villages?

Jean Robertson, Travel Editor
The Sunday Times, June 13, 1976





The Eleni Nakou Foundation

The Eleni Nakou Foundation is a charitable company limited
guarantee established under the Companies Act 1985 and
registered in England and Wales.
It can raise funds and invite and receive contributions from
persons and institutions by way of subscription, donation and
otherwise.
The Foundation was set up under the terms of the will of the
late Eleni Nakou in 1990 and its major activities will began in
1992.
The aims of Eleni Nakou Foundation are to establish a forum for
wider appreciation of the dimensions and depths of European
culture and to enhance knowledge of the various aspects and
characteristics of European history, arts, science, music,
literature, language, religion, institutions, traditions and
lifestyles.



The Foundation was set up under the terms of the will of the late Eleni Nakou in 1990



Reflecting Eleni Nakous love for the Hellenic
heritage and her wide European outlook, the
Foundation aims in particular to support
cultural exchange between the countries of
North-Western Europe and those of the
Mediterranean area and to promote mutual
understanding between the peoples by
examining and discussing their similarities
and differences.
To further its aims the Foundation can
arrange conferences and meetings, foster
research, support production and distribution
of books, plays, films and other works of art,
offer scholarships, and make donations to
individuals and institutions.
Among the Foundations activities will be the
organization of a series of symposia with
illuminate important aspects of European
culture.

A number of participants, writers, scholars,
artists, politicians, young talents and
established figures representing a wide
spectrum of disciplines, will be invited to join
in discussions and deliberations inspired by
papers or lectures which highlight Northern
and Mediterranean approaches to a particular
theme.
A publication based on the proceedings of
each symposium will subsequently be used.
The Founders of the charitable company are
Erik Holm, former Principal Advisor to the
European Commission, L.St.J.T. Jackson
Solicitor, Baroness Llewelyn Davis of Hastoe,
Hans S. Moller, former Ambassador of
Denmark to Greece, and Professor Yiannis A.
Sakellarakis, Deputy Director of the National
Archeological Museum, Athens.
The Eleni Nakou Foundation38 Montagu
MansionsGB-London W1H 1LDTel: (44)
71-935-0729





Elounta magazine featuring an article on the pioneers of tourism in Lassithi, Crete.





The portrait of Eleni Nakou was commissioned to renowned
British sculptor Nigel Boohnam by the Eleni Nakou foundation.
Erik holm, The president of the foundation has offered one to
family mantala. The sculpture can be seen at Nakou Village
hotel, named after Eleni Nakou, in order to honor her and
thank her, for the opportunity given.



Sculpure by Nigel Boonham, located at Nakou Village



Each cottage has attention to detail





Dora and Emmanouel Mantalas had the pleasure of working with Eleni Nakou, since 1978, at the Elounda Beach
Hotel (1978-1980). This was the reason they came to Crete.



Eleni nakou is introducing Emmanouel and Dora mantalas to
her friends (1980)

Dear friends,
I am happy to announce to you, that Koutsounari Traditional Cottages are now being managed by Mr. and
Mrs. Mantalas.
Emmanouel Mantalas has been the very able Rooms Division Manager of Elounda Beach, for the last two
years, and speaks English, French and German.
Dora Mantalas has also worked at the reception of Elounda Beach hotel and speaks several languages. She
will supervise the housekeeping and, being an excellent cook, she will produce some of her Cretan specialties
at the Taverna.
The enthusiastic presence of the Mantalas couple will, I am sure, add considerably to the friendly ambiance of
the complex, and the fact that they are fluent in three languages other than their native Greek will enable
our future guests in making their wishes known.
Taking this opportunity I would like to point out that Koutsounari is open all year round for our friends who
could and would like to take advantage of the mild Cretan winter and early spring.
To those of you who have already stayed at Koutsounari I would like to say that we will be delighted to see you
again, to those who have not visited it yet, I can promise a warm welcome, a relaxed stay and a most
enjoyable holiday in the Cretan style.
I am enclosing herewith a few details about Koutsounari, with the tariffs and particulars.
Best Regards
Eleni Nakou



Drawings by friends and guests





Diploma of Merit, 1978 by Europa Nostra, for the fine restoration of abandonned building
and their conversion into a tourist resort in Koutsounari, Crete.The Diploma of Merit was
awarded to T. Zervas and V. Zerva-Bozineki, architects of Koutsounari Traditional Cottages.





Handpicked items and art pieces are decorating Koutsounari Traditional Cottage. Our key-rings, in the shape of
fish, are designed by Christina Skouloudes.













Koutsounari Traditional Cotatges, as seen by a friend.



Attention to detail















MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Koutsounari Traditional Cottages has a story and we are delighted to share it with you.
Eleni Nakou was an extraordinary lady and a pioneer in the quality development of the
Lassithi region.
Since 1980 the Mantala's family runs Koutsounari Traditional Cottages according to Eleni's
will and vision.
In 1996, I graduated Ecole Hoteliere de Lausanne, that I attented thanks to a scholarship
from the Eleni Nakou Foundation and since 2004 I am in charge of the management and
daily running of Koutsounari Traditional Cottages.
We continue Eleni's steps unconditionally, with no compromises, carefully, with respect to
tradition and authenticity.

We hope that you have enjoyed this journey through time.

Ioanna Mantala

Special thanks to Erik Holm, for the material he gathered and handed me.
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